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No. I Name 0f Mental Task 
1. I Calculation: 1 digit 
2. I Finding Cards 
3. I Numbers Puzzle : See Fig. 1 
4. I Listening Numbers 
5. I Names (Birds， Fruits) 
6. I Drawing Map : Jap.唖n
7. I Copying Map: Japan 
8. I Memory Pattems : See Fig. 2 
9. I Memory Numbers: 2-8 digit 
Sort of Task 
Calculation : Visual 
Sensory-Motor : Visual 
Sensory-Motor: Visual 
Sensory-Motor : Auditory 
Recal1 
Recal1 : Visual 
Sensory-Motor : Visual 
Memory : Visual 
Memory : Auditory 
( 1 ) 
|Limi凶 Time
10 min 
1 per 2 sec. 
1 per sec. 
10 sec. 、



































Jレ)，シー タ波;結城 (4-8サイクJレ)，アルフ ァ波帯域
( 8-12サイ クノレ)，ベータ波H器域 (12-20サイクJレ)， 
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Summary 
This paper was intended to relate mental activities with the changes of記alpEEG. 20 subjects wぽe
recorded EEG and EKG during performing nine kinds of mental tasks such as calculation， sem蜘 i-motor
( 6 ) 
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performance and memory with different degree of attention needed. EEG records were analyzed into 5 
bands (delta， theta， alpha， beta 1 and beta 2)， and th巴 alphacomponent was examined related to men-
tal task. The different kind of mental tasks produced the different patterns of the changes of alpha 
component. There were found 3 types of the changes 1， the alpha component began to appear very 
soon after the start of task and then incrωsing j 2， the alpha component brought out not soon but 
afterwards increasing j 3， the alpha waves scarcely appeared and after that increased litle. These types 
corresponded roughly to th巴 rankingscores rated by subjects according degree of attention needed. The 
changes of alpha wave caused by mental tasks were regarded as the habituation of alpha blocking occu-
red by the start of task， and therefore the types of changes were discussed from point of the view， 
that is， psychological conditions on which the habituation of alpha blocking brought out. 
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